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Influence of persistent wind scour on the surface 
mass balance of Antarctica 
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and Michiel R. van den Broeke5 

Accurate quantification of surface snow accumulation over 
Antarctica is a key constraint for estimates of the Antarctic 
mass balance, as well as climatic interpretations of ice-core 
records'.2 . Over Antarctica, near-surface winds accelerate 
down relatively steep surface slopes, eroding and sublimating 
the snow. This wind scour results in numerous localized 
regions <::200 km~) with reduced surface accumulationl-7. 
Estimates of Antarctic surface mass balance rely on sparse 
point measurements or coarse atmospheric models that do 
not capture these local processes, and overestimate the net 
mass input in wind-scour zones3 • Here we combine airborne 
radar observations of unconformable stratigraphic layers with 
lidar-derived surface roughness measurements to identify 
extensive wind·scour zones over Dome A, in the interior of 
Eas t Antarctica. The scour zones are pers istent because they 
are controlled by bedrock topography. On the basis of our 
Dome A observations, we develop an empirical model to predict 
wind·scour zones across the Antarctic continent and find that 
these zones are predominantly located in East Antarctica. We 
estimate that - 2.7-6.6% of the surface area of Antarctica 
has persistent negative net accumulation due to wind scour, 
which suggests that, across the continent, the snow mass input 
is overestimated by 11-36.5 Gt yr- I in present surface-mass
balance calculations. 

Over the interior of East Antarctica, significant spatial variability 
in snow accumulation results from the temperature inversion 
and gravity·driven katabatic winds interacting with ice su rface 
topography'·l.7.1!. These katabatic winds erode and sublimate both 
drifting snow and snow layers on the ground' . Ex:tensive regions 
of wind· induced 7.cro or ncar-zero surface mass halance (SMB) 
have been identified by airborne icc-penetrating radars6 , satellite 
remote sensing3 and ground travcrsesIN"-11 . A small fraction of 
the eroded snow over these regions is redeposited downslope 
forming d unes o r infilling topographic depressions and the rest 
is sublimated 1), 14 . Evaluating th is complex deposition process 
over a low accumulation area such as the interior of East 
Antarctica is important for improving SMIi estimates and annual 
accumulation from ice cores. 

Where the winds completely remove the annual snowfall 
over the scour wnes, increased absorption of short -wave solar 
radiat ion and enhanced vapour transport facilitate grai n growth 
and metamorphosis of the near-surface firn layers3.14-16. In 
radar stratigraphy, these buried, metamorphosed layers form 

unconformable surfaces that represent hia tuses in accumulation. 
Although previous studies have identified wind-induced regions 
of near-zero to zero 5MB over East Antarct ica'·M.9.'o.,1, dear 
thresholds of the physical parameters creating these zones that 
can be induded in physical models do not uist. Here we usc 
data over Dome A to identify persistent wind-induced ahlation of 
the ice surface and develop physical parameterizations to predict 
continent·wide distribution of sites where sloJl"L"-induced wind 
scour leads to negative 5MB. 

During the AGAl' (Antarctica's Gamburtsev Province) projl:ct, 
a 125,500km2 area over Dome A was surveyed with airborne ice
penetrating radar, lidar and other geophysical instruments '7. The 
!light lines were spaced 5 km apart in the north-south direction with 
35-km-spaced crosslines. Approximately 200 km away from the 
Dome, unconformit ies indicating an erosional surface apllCar in the 
near-surface layers where ice flows over steep bedrock topography 
(Fig. la). The unconfnrmities arc bright internal reflectors traceahle 
for ...... 50 km that truncate the underlying older strata and arc 
onlapped by the overlying younger layers. Truncation of underlying 
strata by the unconformity indicates that the wind-scour process 
continues to ablate the surface after removing the previous year's 
snow. Unconformities are mapped in 45 flight lines in 3 65,800 km~ 

area over Dome A (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 51). These 
unconformities are located over steep bt:drock topography beneath 
relatively steep surface topography (Fig. Ib). The length of the 
unconformities when combined with the regional ice veioci ty J7 

(-1. 7 m yr- I ) indicates that the process has IlCrsisted for tens 
of thousands of years. 

The surface projections of the unconformi ties consistently 
intersect relatively steep ice surface slope; (:::-:0.002 or 2 m per 
I,OOO m) located within broad regions of increased decimeter
scale surface roughness (f ig. 1c; also sec Methods). 1'hese broad 
regions indude both wind-seour zones and high-accumulation 
areas. Surface roughness in these broad regions is above the local 
mean (0.063 m) owing to the presence of surface features such as 
sastrugi and dunes. Rougher surfaces increase turbulence in the 
ncar-surface air stream that further increases the flux of wind
drifted snow and sublimation 13. On the basis of the evidence for 
enhanced katabatic winds and the geometry of the unconformit ies, 
we interpret thc surface projections of the unconformit ies as wind
scou r zones with negative SM B. 

These wind-scour zones form when katabatic winds, accelerated 
by increasing icc surface slopes, remove all nf the surface snowfall. 
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Figure 1 1 Oistribution of unconformable internal layers and surface 

morphology over Dome A. a, Radar image with red arrow indicating an 

unconformity and truncal",d older layers. The profile location is shown in 

b,c (black line). b, Lidar-d/:'rived surface elevation, bedrock topography and 

modelled ice surface veloci ty along a f ligh t line. The blue rectangle 
indicates the wind -scour zone. c, Lidar-der ived surface roughness overlain 

on a MODIS image. The brown lines indicate the location of the observed 
unconformities along the fligh t lines. High surface roughness is observed 
over the broad region surrounding the unconformities. d, Study area (red 
square); ice divides (white li nes). 

Using the measured surface slope, modelled wind and modelled 
accumulation at observed wind-scour wnes over Dome A, we 
parameteril.e the conditions under which wind-scour forms. 
Here, the modelled wind and accumulation values arc 31-year 
annual means of the IO-m wind and 5M B fields from a 27-km
resolution version of the Regional Atmospheric Climate Modell8,l~ 

(RACM02) . We obtain surface slopes from a I-km-resolution 
digital elevation model20l. The actual wavelengths present in the 
digital devation model are 3--8 km on the basis of the satellite 
track spacing. For slo~ threshold, we use mean slo~ in the wind 
direction (MSWD), a dot product oCthe mean annual wind vector 
with the gradient of surface slopeJ.B. We use MSWD as a threshold 

,os 

because the spatial resolution uf mean wind speed in climate models 
is significantly coarser than the scale of ice sheet topography. 
As the near-surface winds over much of Antarctica's interior are 
dominated by katabatic now, areas of higher MSWD will have a 
localJy higher mean wind speed not captured by climate mode1s' ~. 
As most of the unconformities form at sites where MSWD2': 0.002, 
we use this value as our slope threshold (Fig.2a,b). This slope 
threshold is consistent with other observations of accumulation 
hiatuses uver East Anta rcticaJ·~. 

Our atmospheric parameter threshold is a ratio of surface 
accumulatioo (A) and wind speed (W) : 

e =A!W (I) 

On the basis ofthe distribution of C in the Dome A region (Fig. 2c), 
we identify two thresholds. The threshold e, is based on the mean 
of the distribution (C1 = 6.66). The upper threshold (C2 = 9.12) is 
the maximum value of the distribution. 

We apply the slope (MSWD) and atmospheric parameter 
thresholds (el and C2 ) based on Dome A observations to predict 
wind-scuur wnes over the rest of Antarctica. Continent-wide wind
scour zones are predicted under the condition that both MSWD 2': 
0.002 and A!W ratio (e) :5 Cz (or C1) are simultaneously satisfied 
(Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S2). The thresholds of A!W ra tio 
(e, and Cz) obtained over Dome A are valid over a large part of 
Antarctica and ex.tend 10 the coast of East Antarctica, indicating the 
continent-wide applicabil ity of this method. The upper threshold 
C2 indicates erosion at lower wind speeds or higher accumulation 
and produces larger areas of predicted wind scour (Fig. 4a). 

Where the wind-scour conditions are met, the mean threshold 
e l predicts wind-scour wnes over 2.7% of the total ice surface 
area of Antarctica excluding icc shclves whereas the upper threshold 
C2 predicts 6.6%. Both thresholds predict extensive areas of wind 
scour in the Lambert, Byrd and Rccovery Glacier catchments 
and across the Transantarctic Mountains. Our prediction shows 
sparse wind-scour zones below 1,000 m a.s .l. in East Antarctica 
and nu persistent wind-scour wnes in West Antarctica. Over 
regions lacking persistent wind scuur, the accumulation increases 
more relative to the wind-speed causing the A! W mtiu to exceed 
both e, and e2 thresholds (Fig.3). Although such areas can 
have large spatial var iability in surface snow acculllulation 21 and 
temporary wind scour Illay occur after high katabatic events, the 
wind-scour zones do not persist. Duringperiodsofintense katabatic 
wind activity, large volumes of snow are both sublimated and 
transported into the ocean22

• Our model, baSL"<i on the average 
of 31 years of winds and accumulatiun, dues not capture the 
impact of these storms. 

We test the validity of our parameterizatiun and the prediction 
accuracy of C1 and C2 by examining stratigraphic unconformities 
in radar data coUected over the Recovery Lakes (Supplementary 
Fig. S3), A distinct unconfurmity is present and can be traced for 
-40km as predicted by the upper threshold e2 , On the basis of 
this, we also infer that C! works better than e, for continent
wide prediction of wind-scour zones. Over DOllle A, the steep 
surface slopes arc associated with thinner icc « 1,500 m), elevated 
modelled icc surface velocities (sec Su pplementary Section and 
Fig. S4) and steep hcdrock topography (Fig. Ic). The length of the 
unconformities over Dome A and the Rccovery Lakes indicates a 
long-lived process and illustrates the feedback between atmospheric 
processes and ice dynamicsu .H . 

A comprehensive study combining MODIS (Moderate
resolution Imaging Spectroradiomcter) surface grain size and 
RADARSAT backscaller identified ~8% of the surface area of 
Antarctica as regions uf wind-induced near-zero surface accumula
tion classified as glaze}. Over these regions, high winds and intense 
temperature cycling harden and glaze the surface while increasing 
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Figure 2 1 Slope and atmospheric parameter thresholds for formation of wind-scour zones over Dome A. II, Derived s lopes (MSWD ~ 0.002) over Dome 
A (green shades), observed unconformities (brown lines) and model led mean annual near-sur/ace wind vectOr5 (arrows), b, Distribution 01 the number of 

observed unconform ities as a function of slope (M5WD). c, Accum ul,l\ion to w ind speed (A/W) ratio over the unconformities plotted "gains! M SW O. The 

dilshed green ,md yellow lines denote, respectively, the me"n thresho ld <c. = 6.66) ilnd the upper threshold (C2 = 9.12). The grey s h~ded region where 
MSWO 2:. 0 .002 and AjW == G.> (or 0) defines where wind scour wil l form. 

the surface and subsurface grain size. Over 1)Qme A, 47% of the 
area of predicted wind-scour zones were classified as glaze with large 
grain sile (> 100 j.lIn) and high radar backscatter (> ~6 dB) (Fig. 4b 
and Supplementary Fig. S5). The glaze distribution, based on 
high-resolution satellite imagery, captures wind features below the 
resolution of our threshold method including the East Antarctica 
megadune fields. Continent-wide, 33% of the wind-scour wnes 
were c1assifi<-xl as glaze, suggesting that sublimation is even more 
extensive than that predicted by our model. At elevations < 1,500 m 
a.s.l. where glaze mapping is difficult, our prediction method 
resolves ~75% of the wind scuur cuincident with observed 
wind-induced blue ices (see Supplementary Sectiun and Fig. S5). 

These studies identify extensive regions of scour and glaze 
over the ca lchments of major East Antarctic glaciers. Together, 
the predicted wind-scour m nes (6.6% of surface area) and the 
add itional areas mapped as glaze but not resolved by our method 
(5.6%) indicate that ~ 12.2% of the surface area of Antarctica is 
influenced by persistent local wind processes that reduce 5MB 
from the regional mean. 

The eroded snuw and firn over the wind-scour<-xl zones is either 
sublimated or rtxleposited downslopc'·4.I1-H. Tbe redeposition 
depends on the curvature of the topographic depressions located 
downslope uf the wind-scuur zones··I •. 24 . Larger and deeper 
tupographic depressions can retain mure redeposited snow" . 
Sublimation depends mainly on air temperature, MSWLJ, wind 
speed and saturation of the near-surface air layers3. '2.B. As both 
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air temperature and wind speed increase towards the coast, 
the wind-drifted sublimation rate also increases. Regions with 
higher MSWD also have higher erosion rates and therefore higher 
sublimat ion rates t • These sources of sublimation comprise the 
largest contributnr of surface mass loss for Antarctica'3,'9. We 
estimate mass loss for the wind-scour wnes based on fixed 
and elevation-dependent suhlimation rates. Our fixed sublimation 
rate is based on MSWD and is derinxl from ground-based 
observations where ~85% of surface prcr:ipitation is sublimated 
over steeper surface slopes' (higher MSWIJ). Assuming 85% 
sublimation over wind-scour zones our C, and Cz thresholds 
predict a mass loss of ~1 1-36.5 Gt ye l (Supplementary Section, 
Table SI and rig. S6). Using elevation- dependent sublimation 
rates from surface traverses4.,. over our Crpredicted wind-scour 
wnes we est imate a net mass loss of 24.4 Gt yr- I (see Methods 
and Supplementary Information). Our wi nd-scour pred iction does 
not resolve megadune regions where the observed sublimation 
rate' is 58% of the surface precipitation. Using the mapped 
gla7.e area) over the megadune regions we estimate an additional 
mass loss of 3.5 Gt yr-' . 

This mass loss from both endmembcr suhlimation rates points 
to an overestimate in all present compilations of Antarctica's 5MB. 
This overestimate ofSMB impacts mass-balance estimates using the 
input-{)utput method:l6.27. especially over those glacier catchments 
with large concentrations of wind-scour wnes. For example, 
extensive regions of predicted wind scour in the Byrd Glacier 

". 
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Figure 31 Continent-wide prediction 01 wind-scour zones using the Cl 
threshold. Wind-scoo. zones (~llow) are predicted to form over a""as 01 
slope threshold (MSWD ::!: 0 .002) and an accumulalioo to wind speed 
ratio (AJW) :s 9.12 (Ci] threshold). The A/W ratio colour scale shows the 

continent-wide extent of the Q CA(W = 6.66. lighl blue shade) and CQ 
CA/W = 9.12. dark blue shade) thresholds. The thll~sholds of AfW ratio 
from Dome A afe consistent over a large section of East Antarctica. 

catchment will help 10 resolve the d iscrepancy between the positive 
mass balancccstimatt'<l by the input-output mcthod17 and the ncar
zero mass balance observed in the Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment signa Ill. 'Ibis new prediction uf extensive wind scour 
will improve Ihe 5MB compilations and will provide informaliun 
regarding the spalial variabi lity of surface accumulation for 
improved interprelalion orice-core records, 

Methods 
E1e.r<tion.d(fll'!1dfJ'l1 9Jbhmalloo method Ground-based oo...rvations OVeT 
IIn'arctia show that Ihe sublimation "'ttS are high n~r the roa.t and decrease 
Inwards the inlerinr'. Iter<:, We use ohserved suhlimation rat", from two overland 
tnveTScS~" . We gmupnllhc .ublirr .. tivn """"pr ... vided by the Intem.lio ... 1 Tnns 
IInlmti, ScienliflC El~ilion (ITASIl) I"'=~' from Totlos Do1m' to Dom~ C 
imu Ih,...., devalion bins o n Ihe basis ohheir pro~imily 10 the roast. This tra"","" 
""",,"un:<\ an avt11lg<' sublimalion r~te of 82'Ko of pr«ipitated.flOW for .urfucc 
elevations <2.soo m u.l, 23% of p«<:ipitaltd snow for surfau cmtio ... bdween 
2.soo and 3.ooo m u.J and 12"110 of pr«ipilalOO snow for malio ... ;>3,000 m 
a.sol d .. Iu I)om.: C (m! ~uarQ in Supplnnmtary "i&- 56). We al.., group OUT 
wind-KoUrlOne5 into thew elevalion bin.and UK 1M cornspondingsubLimation 
r.ltS 10 ""imale nlaSS 1055 over these 7.OAC$, A second overland transect, the 
US- IT liSE t"'~ dr......, Kru5!i 1M lIyrd Gbcier catchment to the Soulh I'uk" and 
croooed OYer many of our pmlicI<:d wind_100m roMS (m!1inc in Supplnnmlary 
Fig. S6)_ On IMIwis of thlli. accumuLttion e<tinoales, thrir ~ pcrctnugt of 
sine to ",""muLtI;nll rqivn •• nd _uminga • .punal average accumuLttion nte 
ofO.OSm _ter ",ui'lll\tont ~r yt'I., _ d<1nmined a .... blimalion ",Ie of - 26% 
of pra:ipilaltd snow for surface de'IlIlions bdw..,n 2,400 and 2,800 m a.s.L This 
nle is in cl...oo< agrmnml wilh I"" .ublimalion nte of2J% "r p<eciP;t.ttd_ 
oYer 1,SOO-3,OOO m a.d . by the- rrASE 1"'",",*,'. Using our C, 1....,..,.,1d and the 
dcvalion-depro<knt lIihIimatioo DIe, ou. analysi< shows a 24.4 GI yr- ' mass ...... 
0"'-"""" wind _K\>ur WnQ (Supplo""'ntary Tabl~ Sl). 

SJrfaoerOl.91nes5 S"nK' n'"rphoiogy over.n ice sI..-e! doang .. OIl sales thai 
range from a few "'ntimeters to kilnnl(!rcs"". Whe."", ,urfa", rough~ caused 
by ice ..!yn.mia ~"..! ""'lladun"" i~ .. ( large,..:ale and is relalively 'table, lhe 
decimctCT-scale surfaa roughness ca~ by ",'rug; and Ulh~r wind-sculpttd 
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Figure 41 W ind-5Cour zo nes using CI and Cl thresholds and comparison 

with sate llite-b.wd obse,.....tions of surfitCe glaze. ill, P<edicted wind-5Cour 

zones over Antarctica us ing C, (orange) and G.! (yellow) thre5holds where 

MSWO ~ 0.002, The area o f Anlarctica impacted by wind -scour ZOflt'S is 

2.7% with C, and 6.6% with C:! . b. Comp.uison of C:!-predicted wind -scour 

zoot'S with satellite-based surface glaze regions. The f,gufE' shows sites 

with overlapping wind scour and glaze (red), wind scour alone (yel low) 

and surface glaze alone (b lue) . Ou r predicted wind -scour zone-s extend 

be low the 1,500 m contour (g.een contour line), the cutoff for glaze 

observations. 

fcalUR'S i, Ir.",icnl an..! somdi",.:s chanllcs wilhin IItC course .. f ~ doy. In Ihis 
.Iudy, _ haYe uso:<J .ough,~ .... riati ... "' ... ver 200m "f,ur(aoe in the hori .... nlal 
dir«tion I" identify the influence ofthc winds o""r the Do"", II rrgion (Fig. Ie). 
lIe"" .urf ... " mug\",.,.. (5) i. tk.;vtd fru", airburne lithr dala colkcloo duri .. g 
Ihe IIGIII' can'paign.1I$ in pn-vivl»' OIudi .. 1t

, _ define .... rface rough ........ 
tbe standard dc:v"'lion of smaU-scale: denlion f1uetuations from a moving mean 
surf""" "k .... alion " ...... r 200 m 

(2) 

We aleuLtle z..;as lhe "IOvinl mean of 100 litbr sho\$t .... t CO""" -200 m 
alnng the ice s"n;>ee (-2 m poinl ~ng) and z, is the ith Iida! sboI: 3lung Ibc 
pruftk_ The illInd.,d deviation of this difrer<:n« siw:s 1M sunace roughness 
Ihal is tst''''3ltd (Of <"Yn)' nighl line. We product:. map by gridding wrfxc 
roughness at 200m ( til!- tc). 

The mean surfxc roughness of Do"", A is 0.063 m for the 200m running 
.. ""' .. of , un,""" elevation. l.ocati"n~ on the itt surf..:c «ettding the m<:::on 
surface roughness U~ dutracterUtd as r"ugh IUrfaus:. Cross-oveT error 
analysi< to quanlify 1M internal oonsistency of th" litbr data srt is providtd in 
Sul'pk",,,mary ''is- S7_ 

Oala sources IIGAp radar and lidar dilla: fip:J/pgg.ldco.mlumbiLtdulmtal 
IIGII 1'/. III." a""ilable "n ' ''''1",,01 a\ NSII)C's Anl" rctic GL.ciol"giQJ DalO O" ... lcr 
at the University "fColondo. USII. 
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